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System Administration 

SIP Processing Workers Configuration UI 

SIP Processing Workers can now be configured on each server from the Administration UI to 

easily manage the servers’ load and thus to facilitate optimizing system performance. When no 

environment bottlenecks are detected (CPU, network, I/O), simply increase the SIP-processing 

worker thread level to make your servers work harder and increase SIP throughput. To ensure 

UI high-availability, lower the level on one or more of your REP servers, or consider reserving 

one of your REP servers for UI functionality by setting its level to 0 and directing your load 

balancer to this server. 

 

 

 

Full Delivery Separation 
For increased end-user availability, delivery servers can now operate independently so that 

even if the Repository servers are down or heavily loaded, users can still view objects. 
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Auto-Update Format Library 

The Format Library Updates job (formerly Format Library Updates Check) can now be 

configured to auto-install newly available Format Library versions. 
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Storage Space Checker 

Storage Space Checker is a new start-up check plugin that checks the free space of every NFS 

storage group and sends alerts when free space reaches specified thresholds. 

 

Two threshold parameters are defined as part of this plugin:  

1. Warning Threshold - Default is 5%. 

2. Error Threshold - Default is 1%. 

 

This plugin checks only storage units that use the Max Capacity parameter, which is defined in 

the storage parameter MAX_SIZE_IN_MB. 
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Deposit 

Folder Submission 

Rosetta 4.0 includes several improvements targeting workflows that include the submission of 

entire folders.  

Aurigma's Upload Suite 

The Aurigma uploader has been upgraded to a version that enables uploading complete folders 

and their subfolders (as well as an improved user interface, including drag-and-drop 

functionality). All files under the root directory will compose one IE. A logical structmap can be 

generated as part of the enrichment task chain to represent the folder structure (see below). 

Aurigma's uploader requires a valid license. For an explanation on how to install Aurigma's 

license on your Rosetta system see KCS # 000023852 - How to allow bulk upload option (Aurigma 

license). 
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CSV Auto Generation 

CSV Auto Generation based on the zip file structure was added to the deposit area. Detailed 

CSV submission formats can define one of the following CSV Generation options:  

 Simple (one IE per file)  

 Collection (collection per node; IE per file) 

 Complex (one IE per deposit) 

Collection Generation through CSV 

A new object type is now supported in the CSV file - Collection. Creating a CSV file with 

collection information will create the collection (including descriptive metadata if provided) 

and assign the IEs listed under it to the created collection automatically. 

 

An example of such a CSV file is shown below: 
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This CSV file will generate the following collection: 

 

 

Generating a Logical Structmap 

A logical structmap can now be generated for a representation using the Generate Logical 

Structmap Task. The generated structmap will be based on the content of each file's 

fileOriginalPath DNX value, with a forward or backward slash as a delimiter (the file 

name is ignored). This task can be added to an enrichment task chain. 

Support METS xlink to Absolute and Remote Paths 

METS automated deposit now supports absolute and remote paths (via HTTP) defined under 

xlink. 

 To add a remote path, simply add the url (starting with http://). 

 To add an absolute path, make sure it starts with “/”. 
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Data Management 

Repository Technical Analysis 

Technical Analysts can now conveniently address issues detected by running a validation stack 

process in the repository similar to the way they are addressed during SIP processing. This 

includes using the Rule Engine to address errors as well as a workflow for replacing 

problematic files (such as those with virus infections or bit-rot).  
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New Derivative Representation Generation 

Infrastructure 

There is a new plugin-based mechanism for generating derivative representations and 

thumbnails. The plugin is used by a Transformation Profile that can be used to generate 

derivative copies where one-to-many or many-to-one relations exist between the original file 

format and the derivative copy format (for example, one multi-page TIFF file to several JPEGs, 

several TIFF files to one PDF, one multi-image TIFF file to several JPEGs). 

The legacy Stream Handler framework is now deprecated, and Ex Libris recommends that you 

migrate your existing Stream Handler-based workflows to use the new method. See KCS 

#000023851 - How to migrate derivative copy creation configuration to use the new transformation 

profile for migrating instructions. 
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Collection Publishing 

Rosetta can now publish collections using the OAI-PMH protocol. 

 

This enables data harvesters such as Primo to easily discover collections residing in 

Rosetta, as can be seen in the following screenshots: 
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Enforce Access Rights on Export/Download File 

Rosetta can be configured to apply access rights restrictions when performing an 

IE/REP export and file download through the Web editor/search. 

 If IE-level access rights are not met, the IE will not be exported. 

 If there are several Representations with different access rights, only those to 

which the user has rights will be included in the exported IE.  
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Delivery 

New Delivery API for IE Retrieval 

A new API named getExtendedIEByDVS was added to the Delivery Web Services. It 

returns an IE METS document associated with a provided dvs (generated by a delivery 

session), and supports a flags parameter that extends the IE METS by including 

additional elements (such as file-level metadata, or access rights). A full description is 

available on the Developer Network. 

The getIEByDVS and getFullIEByDVS APIs are now deprecated and we recommend 

migrating your applications to use the new API. 

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/rosetta/apis/DeliveryAccessWS

